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Today’s Social Media 
Landscape
By 2021, most advisors have recognized the importance of having 
a social marketing strategy. But that doesn’t mean they have one. 

Social platform use is increasing at exponential rates.

74% of advisors using social media 
for business were able to initiate a 
relationship or onboard clients.
Putnam Investments

By understanding what purpose each platform serves, making the 
most of your strategies, and automating some of your content, you 
can take hold of social media like a pro.

The bedrock of any successful social marketing strategy is good 
content. Advisors not only need to create profile pages but maintain 
them as well. Advisors need to have a digital presence on each of 
“the big three” platforms: Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter.

This guide will give you step-by-step instructions on creating and 
optimizing your social presence on each platform.
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77% of Millennials check 
Facebook daily, far more than 
any other age group. 

FACEBOOK
The size of Facebook’s audience puts it first among social networks. 
With 2.8 billion monthly users, no other social platform comes close 
to matching Facebook’s population. 

Facebook is still growing. There have been some reports Facebook 
is losing popularity with Millennials. The opposite is true. 

Facebook is also growing in popularity with the Boomer Generation. 
65% of people ages 50 and up now use Facebook. And the number 
is still growing.

Facebook is a good platform for service professionals who want to 
maintain separate personal and business accounts. Setting up your 
Facebook page like this allows an advisor to have a public business 
page with a personal but professional feel and a personal account 
to connect with only family and friends. 

https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/fact-sheet/social-media/


Setting Up Facebook
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There are two types of Facebook profiles — personal 
and business. First, we will show you how to make a 
personal Facebook profile:

 • Go to www.facebook.com.

 • There is a sign-up form right on the homepage. Fill out all of 
the required information.

 • After entering your information, you will be prompted to 
add a photo, more basic information, and verify your email 
address.

After creating your personal 
Facebook profile, you can 
create a page for your business.

 • While you are logged in to your 
account, click on the top-right 
dropdown menu and select 
“Create Page.”

 • Select one of the listed categories. You will most likely select 
“Local Business or Place.”

 • Next, choose an industry for your page.

 • You will receive an email to verify your account. Once you 
confirm, you can log in and get started.

 • Once you create your page, add as much information as 
possible, including your address, phone number, website 
URL, and “About” information. 

 • Upload a headshot or logo for your profile image. Facebook 
profiles display at 180x180 and will scale down larger 
pictures. To make sure your photo is as clear as possible, we 
suggest a photo size of 360 x 360. 

 • For your cover image, add a photo of your location, your 
team, or your office. The picture should be 851 x 315 pixels 
or another image from your website for consistency.

 • You will be prompted to add a picture, your title, your 
company, a summary of your qualifications, education, and 
other aspects of your professional life. 



Posting on Facebook
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Posting on Facebook is a great way to get to know your 
audience–especially with the new regulations coming from the 
SEC, which will allow for more social engagement.

To learn more about the changing SEC regulations, read our 
ebook on the subject.

Here are a few steps to take when creating your Facebook posts:

Keep it Short
Posts below 250 characters can see up to 60% more 
engagement, and posts under 80 characters can 
garner 66% more attention.

Use Links
Always give the user somewhere to go to continue 
their journey. If you have an optimized landing page 
on your website, treat it as a hub for your social 
posting.

Use Action Words
To get someone to take action, you have to inspire 
action. Tell your viewers what you want them to do 
with your post. Should they learn more? Should they 
read the blog? Should they sign up today? Tell them!

Be Relatable
Your prospects don’t get on Facebook to learn about 
the latest tax strategies. They log on to unwind, 
decompress, see pictures of their grandchildren and 
family. Build engagement by being relatable and 
creating conversations about 60% of the time.

https://fmgsuite.com/whitepapers/5-ways-to-leverage-the-sec-advertising-rule-change/
https://fmgsuite.com/whitepapers/5-ways-to-leverage-the-sec-advertising-rule-change/
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Optimizing Facebook
Once your profile is up, it’s time to go the extra mile.

Quality Images
Advisors should add a professional headshot and 
cover photo to their Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter 
profiles. By putting a face to the name, you will build 
trust from the beginning. If you don’t have a cover 
photo on these profiles, you can use pictures of your 
location your clients would recognize, such as a local 
landmark.

Remember always to use high-resolution photos on 
your profiles and seek a professional photographer’s 
help if necessary.

Consistent Content
With social media marketing, consistency is critical, 
and there is no benefit to creating a social media 
profile to never post on it. At a minimum, we 
recommend posting to your Facebook page three 
times per week. Luckily, thanks to advances in 
automated technology and social media scheduling 
tools, crafting a consistent strategy is easier than 
ever.

Powerful Branding
Developing your brand is the foundation of all future 
content strategies. Once you have established 
your brand’s voice, it’s essential to stay consistent 
and use this voice throughout all your marketing 
materials. Ideally, your blogs, emails, whitepapers, 
advertisements, and other marketing assets should 
sound like the same person who produced them.

Quickly and easily create eye-catching graphics 
for your social feeds with our Canva integration, 
a free online design tool. Browse a library of 
professionally-designed templates and start 
customizing, or create a new design from scratch 
and add to your Social Post Scheduler.

Create Social Media Graphics 
With Canva and FMG Suite
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Growing your network on Facebook won’t happen over night. It takes time and 
effort. Start with an email encouraging your current clients to go like your page. 
You can also invite your personal connections to like your business page through 
the page administration console.

Next, learn to use Facebook’s powerful targeting software to boost your posts 
and launch even more effective marketing campaigns.

Remember, the SEC’s rules regarding social marketing are soon changing. Make 
sure you run any marketing plans by your compliance team.

Facebook Next Steps
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Your LinkedIn page is one of the most likely places a 
prospect will go to validate your expertise. Because 
LinkedIn pages are public, they tend to be correct 
or get corrected quickly. LinkedIn’s credibility means 
investigators can have more confidence in the 
information on an advisor’s page.

We’ve seen numerous advisors embrace LinkedIn’s 
publishing platform and use it to establish their 
expertise, define their specialty, and target the 
audience with whom they most want to work.

LINKEDIN
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Setting Up LinkedIn

Personal Page:
 • Go to www.linkedin.com. 

 • On the homepage, click on 
the button that says “Join 
now.” 

 • Enter your name, email, and 
password.

 • You will receive an email to 
verify your account. Once 
you confirm, you can log in 
and get started.

Some of the information you will be prompted to add will include: 

 • A picture 

 • Your title

 • Your company

 • A summary of your 
qualifications

 • Education 

You also have the option to invite your contacts to follow you on 
LinkedIn.

Company Page:
 • You must have a personal LinkedIn 

profile with your real name and 
credentials to create a Company 
Page. 

 • When logged into LinkedIn, hover 
over the “Interests” tab and select 
“Companies.”

 • Click “Create” in the “Create a 
Company Page” box on the right.

 • Enter the information for your 
company, including your DBA and 
work email address. 

 • Click “Continue” to enter more 
information. 

Remember, your company’s page 
will go live right away, so make sure 
you populate it with all the correct 
information, including your specialties, 
website, address, industry, and contact 
information.
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LinkedIn is an excellent platform for posting long-form content, 
which means LinkedIn can serve as your professional profile, hub 
of publications, and blog. Published posts can drive viewers back 
to your website.

Demonstrate expertise by writing about topics that represent 
your service menu. Learn what pain points and opportunities 
drive your current clients. Use the same language your clients 
use. You will attract like-minded prospects.

Here are some prompts to think about when deciding what to 
write:

 • What is the one thing all your clients worry about?

 • What is the one thing all of your clients want?

 • What is the one thing you can do better than anyone else?

Posting on LinkedIn
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Headline
Think of your headline as a mini elevator pitch in 120 characters or 
less. It should describe what you do and how you are different from 
other financial professionals. Think outside of the box and choose 
something that represents your brand in a creative way. If you don’t 
add a headline, LinkedIn automatically uses your current position at 
your organization as a default.

LinkedIn provides users with the opportunity to extend 
the idea of an “online business card” into a much deeper 
exploration into your professional life.

LinkedIn offers many fields to enrich your profile. Let’s look 
at some of the most important:

Optimizing LinkedIn

Summary
This is an aspect of your LinkedIn profile you shouldn’t overlook. 
Not only does it help potential clients understand what you do, 
but LinkedIn also uses this for SEO purposes. Make sure you use 
keywords that explain your position in the industry and emphasize 
what you can offer to future clients.
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Upcoming SEC regulation changes have 
loosened the restrictions on advisors using 
reviews, endorsements, and testimonials. 
Check with your compliance team to learn 
the guidelines your broker-dealer expects 
you to follow.

Publications/Projects
Share details of projects you’ve completed or articles you have 
published. You can add media, such as images and videos, to 
enhance your profile and show off your hard work.

Volunteer Experience
This section is an excellent way to show your connections 
what you care about outside of work. People love to work with 
professionals with whom they connect. Volunteer experience 
and organizations you support can help foster these 
connections.

Skills & Endorsements
This is an area where you can explicitly state which skills you 
possess. Your connections can “endorse” you for those skills. 
For example, if you claim you are proficient in Microsoft Office 
applications, and three of your connections agree, they will 
endorse you, and it will show up on your profile.
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Not only is LinkedIn the most professional social media network, but it also serves 
as a great platform to post long-form content like blogs and whitepapers. LinkedIn 
offers a “publishing” option for users to add posts to their profiles. These posts are 
different from updates, which are short bursts of information.

In addition to publishing posts to share your knowledge on a particular subject, 
you can also join or create LinkedIn groups that unite people with a similar interest. 
For example, the FMG Suite group, Digital Marketing for Financial Professionals, is 
dedicated to sharing our favorite digital marketing tips. Some groups are private, 
and some are public, dependent on the type of group and the administrator’s 
preference.

LinkedIn is constantly introducing new features to its platform. Advisors should 
follow product updates to learn about new features which might help them grow 
their online presence.

One of the most anticipated new features, LinkedIn stories, came out in September 
2020. Similar to stories on Facebook and Instagram, it gives advisors a new 
channel for delivering content and engaging with their audience.

LinkedIn Next Steps

https://www.linkedin.com/groups/4239270/
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Twitter has remained consistent over the years and 
has solidified its position as the platform for quick 
micro-snippets of information and trending topics. 
While the use of hashtags has extended to Facebook 
and other social sites, they’re still most important 
on Twitter, as this community thrives on news and 
current events.

Twitter provides a channel for your prospects and 
clients to communicate with you directly. It is also 
a powerful distribution channel for your content. 
Twitter’s position is soon to be usurped by Instagram, 
but it remains in 3rd place for now.

TWITTER
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Twitter doesn’t differentiate between personal or 
business profiles, so you can choose to set up one 
for your firm, one for you personally, or both.

 • Go to www.twitter.com and click on “Sign up.” You will be 
prompted to enter your full name, email, and password.

 • Next, you will choose a username. We suggest a name that 
relates directly to your DBA or legal name. Consistency 
on other social media platforms is important because it 
reinforces your brand.

 • Click “Create” in the “Create a Company Page” box on the 
right.

 • Enter the information for your company, including your DBA 
and work email address.

 • Click “Continue” to enter more information. 

 • Lastly, you will want to add a headshot or other photo to 
your profile. It proves you’re a real person and not just a 
Twitter Egg.

Remember, your company’s page will go live right away, so 
make sure you populate it with all information, including your 
specialties, website, address, industry, and contact information.

Setting Up Twitter
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Twitter’s messages and Tweets are limited to 280 characters, 
making updates exciting and quick to send out. Many advisors 
feel they don’t have time to write lengthy blog posts or social 
messages during their workday. Twitter solves that problem with 
its 280-character limit making iteasy to share articles and engage 
in quick conversations.

Of all the social networks, Twitter is the most conversational. 
Its short character messages lead to great conversations with 
potential clients and even journalists. For that reason, Twitter has 
become the choice for many companies as a marketing tool and 
customer service platform.

Once you create your profile, Twitter will suggest you follow 
certain people to populate your feed. 

Follow thought leaders in your industry, direct competitors, 
clients, and prospects, and, of course, @FMGSuite! You can also 
upload your email contacts directly into Twitter.

Follow periodicals and popular accounts that appeal to your 
audience. Share pertinent information by retweeting. 

Twitter Posting Optimizing Twitter

https://twitter.com/FMGSuite
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Create a Twitter list. They are a great way to connect and stay updated on your 
followers and their posts. Twitter lists allow you to group any number of Twitter 
accounts. When you go into the list, you will see the most recent posts from your 
added accounts. You can make the list public or private.

Create a private list of people who could be potential clients and check the list for 
updates from members. You could also create a public list of some of the most 
influential thought leaders in the financial industry to stay abreast of the most 
salient topics. Twitter lists make sorting through all of the updates easy, and a 
quick response to these Tweets will help build your relationship.

Twitter Next Steps



Where to Go From Here
Your social media profiles are an ever-changing landscape 
that will require ongoing maintenance.

At FMG Suite, our business is centered around one 
simple premise: we love marketing, so you don’t have 
to. We’ve developed the #1 marketing suite for financial 
professionals. Improving advisors’ social media marketing 
has been one of our primary goals from the start.

Our team consists of experts with decades of financial 
marketing experience who have pioneered a unique 
marketing approach for financial professionals. They are 
waiting to help you transform your marketing right now. 

Learn more about our digital 
marketing suite by visiting 

www.fmgsuite.com
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 • Mix in original, curated, and evergreen posts.

 • Respond to comments and messages promptly.

 • Participate in conversations with your followers by asking 
questions and requesting feedback.

 • Follow relevant accounts, like industry thought leaders and 
publications.

 • Post photos and videos. Posts with relevant images get 94% 
more views than content without relevant images.

 • Use hashtags (3 max) to improve searchability.

 • Post at the right times when your audience is most active.

 • Post too much. Gauge your audience and think about crafting 
quality posts.

 • Use bad grammar or spelling.

 • Overshare. Avoid politics, religion, or any other “hot button” issues.

 • Badmouth others in your industry.

 • Share too many personal details on your business page. Save the 
intimate details for your close friends and family.

Social Posting DOs

Social Posting DON’Ts
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